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A Study of Outcome Reporting Bias Using Gender Differences in Risk Attitudes

Abstract

This paper exploits a large dataset of replications of the Holt and Laury (2002) risk elicitation task to study a possible outcome reporting bias using gender differences in risk attitudes. There is a strong consensus view in the experimental literature according to which women are more prudent than men in risky choices. The evidence collected in the dataset, however, does not support the consensus: only a tiny fraction of the replications displays gender differences. This striking distance between the consensus and the data gathered with this elicitation task allows us to test directly for the presence of outcome reporting bias in the risk and gender literature. We find no evidence that the likelihood of reporting about gender differences is affected by obtaining results in line or against the consensus, also controlling for authors fixed effects. The vast majority of the studies does not report gender results. The only significant determinant of the probability of reporting is the fact that the study focuses directly on the analysis of risk preferences.
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1. Introduction

The fact that published results may not be a representative sample of all scientific studies is something that has long been debated in the literature starting from Sterling (1959). This is a relevant issue in the scientific community, because as long as some contributions have a higher likelihood of being published than others according to the interest or the significance of the results, the conclusions about the underlying phenomenon based on the review of literature will be biased.

The probability of (non)publication of research findings according to the nature and direction of the results can take different forms according to what exactly causes it (Higgins and Green, 2011). If the bias is introduced during the study, e.g., if the authors decide to report only a part of the results obtained or to cancel the study on the face of results disagreeing with the initial hypotheses or with a consensus view in the literature, it is known as outcome reporting bias. If instead the bias is introduced at the moment of the peer review and before publication, e.g., if editors and referees tend to promote research that adheres to their preexisting views or tend to favor interesting, strong, counterintuitive results, then it is known as publication bias. Moreover, publication bias can lead to the formation of a (false) consensus that can later result in more cases of outcome reporting bias. The (false) consensus can also fuel location bias, i.e., the fact that results disagreeing with the consensus tend to be published in lower-ranked journals. Due to these biases, false results can persist for a long time in the literature, while studies that are not compliant with the (false) consensus are abandoned by the authors, rejected by referees, relegated to modest journals.

The phenomena of outcome reporting and publication bias have mainly been investigated in the medical and pharmaceutical literature, both indirectly using meta-analyses (Dwan et al., 2008, among others) and directly using randomized experiments (Mahoney, 1977). The presence of these biases is also documented in experimental psychology (Simmons et al., 2011, mainly about reporting biases) and in macroeconomics (De Long and Lang, 1992).

Methodologically, the research carried out on the topic has focused on proving that these biases exist. This can be done empirically, for instance by counting the number of papers in a field or subfield reporting statistically significant outcomes for the studied effects (Sterling et al., 1995), estimating the rate of false positive in economic journals (De Long and Lang, 1992), measuring how many accepted abstracts get fully published after results are known (Scherer et al., 2007), or following several scientific projects from the grant approval to eventual publication (cohort studies, for a review see Dwan et al., 2008). It has also been tested experimentally, for instance by creating fake papers differing only in the significance of results and sending them to journals (Mahoney, 1977). Finally, econometric techniques exist to take into account missing studies in a meta-analysis (Duval and Tweedie, 2000) or to analyze and reduce the publication bias employing meta-regression approximations (Stanley and Doucouliagos, 2013). Through the use of these techniques, several known results in economics have been put into question, for instance the effect of a raise of the minimum wage on employment (Doucouliagos and Stanley, 2009) or the link between demand for health care and income (Costa-Font et al., 2011).

While it is easy to prove that those biases exist, it is nonetheless very difficult to disentangle the source of the bias, since it is virtually impossible to observe the counterfactual. This
paper exploits a unique dataset perfectly suited to study the influence of a well-established consensus about gender differences in risk preferences on outcome reporting bias, i.e., the likelihood of reporting results in favor or against such a consensus. As explained below, the dataset allows us to disregard the publication bias, and to focus on the mere attraction exerted by the consensus itself. Even if this study focuses solely on outcome reporting bias, we believe it to be nonetheless important: the existence of reporting bias could in fact contribute to reinforce the scientific consensus, to the point of possibly generating a false consensus based on self-confirming beliefs.

There is widespread consensus in the experimental economics literature on the existence of gender differences in risk attitudes, with women portrayed as more prudent than men when confronted with decisions under risk. The consensus is strong. It relies on surveys of laboratory studies (Bertrand, 2011; Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Eckel and Grossman, 2008) and on large scale questionnaire results (Dohmen and Falk, 2011; Dohmen et al., 2011). The result has proven to be robust along several dimensions such as the characteristics of the subject pool, the strength of the incentives, the gain vs. loss domain, the abstract vs. contextual framework. The strength of the consensus can be appreciated noting how sometimes authors underline that they might have an “atypical” subject pool since they do not find gender differences as expected (Anderson and Mellor, 2009).

This vast consensus notwithstanding, the results of the Holt and Laury (2002) risk elicitation method (henceforth HL), by far the most widely used risk elicitation procedure in experimental economics, had not yet been comprehensively analyzed from a gender perspective. Section 2 presents a comprehensive survey of the HL method in the literature, showing that significant gender differences are the exception rather than the rule. The consensus is in this case disproved by the HL data: it is in this case false. This allows us to deal with a relatively large number of papers for which the outcome reporting bias is relevant.

Crucial to our research question, in most of the papers the HL risk elicitation task is performed only as a control in experiments dealing with other topics (auctions, tournaments, trust, strategic behavior in games, etc…). As such, risk preferences in general and gender differences in particular constitute a minor result, and reporting it is not mandatory. As a consequence, the likelihood of being published depends only marginally, or not at all, on the results about gender differences in risk attitudes. The only (indirect) link left is the fact that presenting “strange” results, i.e., results that go against the consensus, could cast a shadow on the goodness of the sample for the entire work. Our dataset captures a situation in which swimming upstream, i.e., reporting results against the current consensus, implies a cost that is close to zero in terms of odds of getting published, particularly in case the HL task is used as a control. With the publication bias out of the picture, the dataset allows us to study the presence of a somewhat pure outcome reporting bias.

The dataset we exploit collects results from several dozen papers, and deals with gender differences in risk attitudes using the HL elicitation task. This dataset contains the results of a larger set of individual studies than those who directly report about gender differences in the published version, and approximates the universe of all papers replicating the HL procedure in the lab or in the field, thereby allowing to observe a good proxy of the counterfactual situation. The dataset is uniquely fit to study outcome reporting bias as distinct from publication bias because it covers a topic about which there is a widespread, possibly false consensus, and in which the likelihood of being published depends only marginally on
the coherence of the results with the consensus. It is hence possible to study, among pub-
published papers, if the author’s attitude towards reporting or not the result is correlated with 
the consensus view.

We find no significant evidence of an outcome reporting bias in the literature about gen-
der differences in risk preferences. The existence of a very strong consensus does not affect 
the likelihood of reporting results that are swimming upstream at least when it does not 
correlate much with the odds of getting published. This finding is robust to possible id-
osyncratic characteristics of the authors involved in this field, as the results survive in a 
fixed effect specification. The only variable significantly affecting the likelihood of report-
ing about gender differences is the relevance of risk attitudes in the research question of the 
study.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the state of the art in the 
literature about gender differences in risk aversion, focusing on the HL task. Section 3 de-
cribes the construction and contents of our dataset. Section 4 reports the results in terms of 
outcome reporting bias, and Section 5 concludes.

2. Published results about gender differences in risk attitudes: The consensus and the 
Holt and Laury elicitation method

There is a vast consensus in the experimental economics literature on the existence of 
a gender difference in risk attitudes, with women being generally reported as more risk 
averse than men.\footnote{Henceforth, when referring to gender differences without further specification, we mean that females are less risk tolerant than males.} This consensus stems from surveys carried out over several different 
tasks (Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Eckel and Grossman, 2008) or from questionnaire studies 
(Dohmen et al., 2011). More recently, recognizing that the variation in the methods used 
to elicit preferences generates problems when comparing the results, Charness and Gneezy 
(2012) carried out a review of a single specific task, the investment game of Gneezy and 
Potters (1997), providing further supporting evidence for gender differences. The consensus 
is so strong that gender differences are sometimes considered as a stylized fact whose causes, 
rather than existence, should be investigated (Bertrand, 2011). However, the HL task has 
never been analyzed from a gender perspective, despite being the most popular elicitation 
method in economics.

The HL task uses a multiple price list to elicit the risk preference of subjects. In the HL 
task subjects face a series of binary choices between pairs of lotteries, with one lottery being 
safer (i.e., with lower variance) than the other. The lottery pairs are ordered by increasing 
expected value. The set of possible outcomes is common to every choice, and the increase 
in expected value across lottery pairs is obtained by increasing the probability of the ‘good’ 
outcome (see Table 1). The subjects must make a choice for each row. At the end of the 
experiment, one row is randomly chosen for payment, and the chosen lottery is played to 
determine the payoff.
Since the expected value of the risky lottery increases faster and beyond the one of the safe lottery, subjects will at some point switch from the safe to the risky option as the probability of the good outcome increases. The switching point captures their degree of risk aversion. For instance, a risk-neutral subject should start with Option A, and switch to B from the fifth choice on. The higher the number of safe choices, the stronger the degree of risk aversion. Never choosing the risky option or switching “back” from B to A are not infrequent patterns; subjects displaying such behavior are regarded as inconsistent when modeling the choices without including a stochastic component.

There are only 21 papers (the original Holt and Laury (2002) and 20 replications) explicitly reporting about gender differences in their published version. Such a low number constitutes indirect evidence of the fact that in most of the cases the HL task is just used as a control for a potential confounding factor in an unrelated experiment. What emerges immediately from the literature is that using the HL task the gender consensus is far from confirmed. For starters, in the original Holt and Laury (2002) article gender differences appear only in the low stake but not in the high stake treatment. Several replications in the last decade confirm that significant gender differences in HL are only rarely found. Out of all the papers quoting Holt and Laury (2002) as of January 2013, only 20 papers reported the breakdown of results by gender. Out of these, only 4 report significant differences, 2 provide mixed evidence as in the original contribution, while 14 find that males and females display a behavior that does not significantly differ. The details of these papers are reported in Table 2.

Table 2 includes, for each study, all the information that can be gathered on the paper. We include, when available, the details of the sample, the results by gender and their significance. We report whether the study was a laboratory or field experiment, the characteristics of the subject pool, the type of evidence reported in the paper to support the result, and the p-value of the test or of the coefficient in a multivariate regression. We see that the majority of papers enroll students as subjects and use multivariate regressions to report the significance of their results.

The four papers finding a significant gender difference are Agnew et al. (2008) and Houser et al. (2010), using an unmodified low stake HL task, Dave et al. (2010), using the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option A</th>
<th>Option B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 1/10</td>
<td>2 € 9/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 2/10</td>
<td>2 € 8/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 3/10</td>
<td>2 € 7/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 4/10</td>
<td>2 € 6/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5/10</td>
<td>2 € 5/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 6/10</td>
<td>2 € 4/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 7/10</td>
<td>2 € 3/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 8/10</td>
<td>2 € 2/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 9/10</td>
<td>2 € 1/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 10/10</td>
<td>2 € 0/10 1.6 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The Original Holt and Laury (2002) task
20X high stake HL treatment, and Brañas-Garza and Rustichini (2011), implementing a not incentivized version with only 9 choices.

The two contributions reporting mixed results find a significant effect only for a subsample, or only through one and not all statistical methods. In Chen et al. (2013), significant gender differences do not emerge in the unconditional distribution of choices in the HL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>n_m</th>
<th>n_f</th>
<th>safe_m</th>
<th>safe_f</th>
<th>significant gender difference</th>
<th>lab/field</th>
<th>subjects</th>
<th>type of evidence</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agnew et al. (2008)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>non-student</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brañas-Garza and Rustichini (2011)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>caucasians</td>
<td>Mann-Whitney</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave et al. (2010)</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>454</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>Canadian labor force students</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houser et al. (2010)</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>6.07</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>students</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2013)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>Italian high school graduates and students</td>
<td>see text</td>
<td>see text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Menon and Perali (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mixed</td>
<td>field</td>
<td>see text</td>
<td>see text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andersen et al. (2006)</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>students</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson and Freeborn (2010)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>field</td>
<td>Danish population sample</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baker et al. (2008)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>field</td>
<td>students</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>0.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlsson et al. (2009)</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>108</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>field</td>
<td>Chinese rural population</td>
<td>Wilcoxon</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakravarty et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>U.S. students</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drichoutis (2012)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>students and general population</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eckel and Wilson (2004)</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>U.S. students</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehmke et al. (2010)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>Chinese, Nigerian students</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison et al. (2005)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lab</td>
<td></td>
<td>students</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison et al. (2012)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>students, employees, self-employed workers</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masclet et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>Spanish students</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mueller and Schwieren (2012)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponti and Carbone (2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>Spanish students</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscusi et al. (2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>lab</td>
<td>text</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results by gender reported in the HL literature
task, but choices become significantly different (at 10%) when controlling for other observable characteristics (age, race, academic major and number of siblings). Menon and Perali (2010) on the other hand find, within the same study, females to be significantly more risk averse in one sample and significantly less risk averse in another.

The list of contributions in which the behavior of males and females does not differ significantly is longer, starting with the first replication of the original task (Harrison et al., 2005). It includes Anderson and Freeborn (2010); Carlsson et al. (2009) in the field, and Andersen et al. (2006); Baker et al. (2008); Chakravarty et al. (2011); Drichoutis (2012); Eckel and Wilson (2004); Ehmke et al. (2010); Harrison et al. (2012); Mueller and Schwieren (2012); Ponti and Carbone (2009); Viscusi et al. (2011) and Masclet et al. (2009) in the lab.

Summarizing, this branch of the experimental literature provides a unique opportunity to analyze the outcome reporting bias. In fact, there is a consensus concerning gender difference in risk preferences that turns out to be false when coming to the HL risk elicitation method. The reason is that the likelihood of observing gender differences strongly correlates with the method used to elicit preferences, but this is something that has been pointed out only very recently (Filippin and Crosetto, 2013). In the next section we show that by means of a large dataset of HL replications it is possibly to assess if and how much the presence of the consensus impacts the likelihood of reporting gender-related findings in the paper.

3. The dataset of HL replications

In this paper we use the dataset of HL replications collected by Filippin and Crosetto (2013). To build the dataset, the authors went through the 529 papers in the Scopus bibliographic database citing Holt and Laury (2002) as of January 31st, 2013. Out of these papers, only 118 implement a version of the HL task sufficiently similar to the original to be counted as a replication. The dataset includes versions of the HL differing in the amounts at stake, the number of binary choices (from 6 to 20), the support of the probability spanned and the step of change in the probability of the good outcome from one row to the next. The dataset excludes multiple price lists in which the amounts at stake increase with constant probabilities, as well as versions of HL in which the less risky lottery is substituted by a safe amount. Out of the 118 replications, in 16 papers the authors did not record gender or have a single-gender sample, while 8 papers use the same data as another paper in the dataset and have been excluded to avoid duplication of results. The final dataset covers 52 of the 94 remaining papers (see Table 3), with a coverage of about 55% of all published HL replications.\(^2\)

The dataset was built in order to provide a comprehensive analysis of gender differences in the HL task. Gathering the microdata proved vastly superior to a meta-analysis, given the very low reporting rate for gender findings in published articles as well as the variety of statistical approaches followed to report them when doing so. In fact, comments about gender differences are not always accompanied by quantitative results. When reported, results sometimes are expressed using non-parametric tests of the average choices of males and

\(^2\)Since also among the remaining 42 papers some are likely to entail same-gender samples, missing gender data, or a sufficiently different version of the classic HL method, the actual coverage can safely be regarded as higher than the reported 55%.
females, sometimes take the form of coefficients in multivariate regressions. The dataset reduces to a common metric a large body of potentially heterogeneous literature, and it also allows to uniformly define and process inconsistent choices, which are another source of heterogeneity in the literature. The dataset also keeps track of differences in the implementation of the task (number of choices, probability range spanned, stakes, real or hypothetical incentives, forced or not forced consistency), and, most important for the aim of this paper, includes several studies for which no result by gender was provided in the paper.³

The dataset of HL replications of Filippin and Crosetto (2013) confirms that findings with the HL method go against the consensus, as in most of the studies women’s behavior is not statistically different from men’s. Out of the 52 included papers, males are never found to be significantly more risk averse than females, while the significant consensus gender gap significantly appears only in 6 cases.

This proportion is even lower than the already weak and mixed evidence reported when looking at reported results in Section 2. In fact, the dataset of replications is larger than the published findings, and the availability of results for a sample of studies that do not report about gender differences allows us to approximates a counterfactual situation.

4. Results

In this section we use the Filippin and Crosetto (2013) dataset about the risk and gender literature to test for the presence of an outcome reporting bias. The dataset allows us to abstract away from publication bias not only because all studies have been published, but also because the results about gender differences in risk attitudes can safely assumed not to affect the final outcome. We will show some evidence about this, too. Hence, the dataset

³The procedure followed to build the dataset, the reasons for exclusion and the methodological variations included in the sample are described in detail in Filippin and Crosetto (2013).
provides a clean test of the attraction exerted by a strong consensus on the likelihood of observing a reporting bias without explicit extrinsic rewards at stake.

4.1. Descriptives of the sample

As detailed in section 3, the dataset is composed of 52 studies replicating HL. These studies can be divided according to two criteria related to the outcome reporting bias. Along the report dimension, the papers can report a significant gender difference, report a not significant gender difference, or not report anything. Along the result dimension, the papers can find or not find a significant gender difference. This second dimension is computed applying a common methodology to all the papers of the dataset, and namely, results are found by means of a non-parametric test on the unconditional distributions of safe choices of consistent, i.e., not multiple-switching, males and females.

Table 4 includes all 52 papers of the Filippin and Crosetto (2013) dataset. Moreover, it includes a column for the 42 papers outside the dataset but within the universe of HL replications. For these studies we have no microdata. Of those, for 36 studies we could not find in the paper any gender information for the HL results; for further 6 we did find some information in the paper. Table 4 reports the results of this bidimensional breakdown of the papers.

In order to build Table 4 a few cases reporting mixed results had to be reconsidered (see Table 2 above). First, Chen et al. (2013) report that gender differences emerge only (at 10%) and only when controlling for other observable characteristics, otherwise risk attitudes do not significantly differ between males and females. Since this is also what happens applying our common methodology, i.e., testing the unconditional distribution of choices of consistent subjects, we classify this paper as finding and reporting no gender differences. Menon and Perali (2010) find different results with females significantly more risk averse in one sample, significantly less risk averse in another sample, and not significantly different than males in a third one. We do not have the microdata available for this paper, and therefore we cannot classify it according to our common metric. Looking at their published figures, though, we speculate that merging the sub-samples the opposite results are quite likely to cancel out, delivering a not significant difference overall. Since Menon and Perali (2010) report all kind of results, they clearly show no reporting bias. Therefore, as a default option we classify this entry as finding and reporting no gender differences. As a robustness check we will remove it from the dataset. We follow exactly the same approach with Holt and Laury (2002), who find significant gender differences only in one of their treatments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender difference</th>
<th>Found</th>
<th>Not found</th>
<th>n.a.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significant difference</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not significant difference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nothing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Distribution of the HL replications according to the information reported and results

A consideration is necessary for one paper that publishes significant gender differences,
which do not emerge in our analysis of the microdata. The difference is due to the fact that we exclude inconsistent subjects from the analysis, while the authors included them. In view of our goal in this paper, we keep it in the strange position of finding no bias but reporting one, because on the one hand we want to keep a common procedure to evaluate the papers and on the other the choice of which results to publish is up to the authors and could in principle be part of the outcome reporting bias.

4.2. Testable implications

We can use the dataset to formally identify several testable implications about outcome reporting bias. We clarify the various tests with the help of Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender differences</th>
<th>Found</th>
<th>Not Found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significant difference reported</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not significant difference reported</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nothing reported</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$d$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Generic distribution of results

We start first with a testable implication about our assumption that the publication bias is not an issue in our framework, showing that reporting about gender differences is not an important factor in getting published. We do so in an indirect way, testing whether it is likely for papers not to report anything about gender differences, regardless of the significance of the underlying results. In terms of Table 5, this amounts to test for the existence of a low reporting rate:

$$a < b \quad \text{and} \quad c < d.$$  \hfill (1)

This can, though, have to do in part with the research question of the paper. Studies differ with respect to their main focus. Some studies have the exploration of risk preferences at the core of their research. They focus on measuring risk preferences directly for different subpopulations and in different contexts, or study the task itself or different versions of it, or else contribute mainly from a theoretical point of view to the understanding of decision under risk (for instance trying to disentangle risk aversion from loss aversion, or estimating the effect of the salience of the incentives). Another class of studies can be built to include papers that focus on other topics, like auctions, strategic games, tournaments, and use the HL task just as a control for risk preferences. This is a rather heterogeneous class, but for the goal of this paper it has in common a much looser focus on the HL task itself. We label the former category as papers having a main focus on HL, while the latter as using it only as a control.

The different importance of analyzing risk attitudes as mandated by the main research question of the papers provides a further test that the likelihood of reporting gender differences is driven by other determinants than the role it can play towards the publication outcome. The inequality sign of Equation 1 could be reversed for papers having HL as their main focus, but in any case we expect the report rate $(a + c)/(b + d)$ to be significantly lower for studies using HL as a control.
The presence of an outcome reporting bias in this context means that studies that find significant gender differences in line with the consensus should be more likely to report them. In contrast, when males and females are characterized by a similar behavior the presence of outcome reporting bias would predict that the results are less likely to be reported, as authors prefer to amend their reports rather than signalling “atypical” findings not aligned with the consensus. The testable implication is therefore that the fraction of studies finding significant gender differences should be higher among those who report rather than among those who do not. Under the reasonable assumption that the likelihood of observing significant gender differences is \textit{ex ante} the same, the presence of an outcome reporting bias can be revealed by a Fisher exact test on the joint distribution of studies across the two dimensions of report and result. In particular, we formally test whether:

\[ \frac{a}{a+b} > \frac{c}{c+d}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Note that had we relied upon the literature review, even abstracting away from problems related to the different tests used to generate the results in the different papers, we would have observed \( a \) and \( c \) only. Relying on the replications dataset allows us to observe also \( b \) and \( d \), which can be used to approximate the counterfactual situations of not reporting conditioning on the results observed. The counterfactual is only approximated, since we have 42 papers in the universe of HL replications that do not enter the dataset. This notwithstanding, for the 52 studies in the dataset the availability of the microdata allows us to observe the underlying latent variable about which no information has been published. For these 52 studies we can directly test the existence of outcome reporting bias, without relying upon bias reducing techniques.

4.3. Non-parametric test

Concerning the testable implication of Equation 1 it can be immediately noticed from Table 4 that about two thirds of the times gender differences are not explicitly reported. Following the discussion made in section 4.1, one could argue that the likelihood of reporting should be analyzed in a different way for main and control studies, since the importance of the HL task and therefore of gender differences is lower in the control papers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role of risk attitudes</th>
<th>Main</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Report about gender differences</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not report</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Distribution of papers according to the importance of risk attitudes

We find this hypothesis to be supported by the data. Following the classification of the 94 papers between main and control detailed in Table 6, we find as expected that the likelihood of reporting about gender differences strongly correlates with the importance of risk attitudes in the paper. In fact, results are reported only in very few circumstances (about 11.5%) when the main research question of the paper does not concern risk preferences, while it is more common (about 42.5% of the times) when the paper deals with risk attitudes.
A Fisher exact test confirms that the two distributions are indeed significantly different ($p = 0.001$).

Table 4 shows that 4 out of the 22 studies reporting results do find significant gender differences. Using the 36 studies that do not report (4 with significant gender differences, 32 without) as the counterfactual, we see that the fractions are indeed different (18.2% vs. 11.1%), but not significantly so according to a one-sided Fisher exact test ($p = 0.351$). In this comparison we included also the five papers for which we have only published information and no microdata. Results do not change, though, if we limit the analysis to the 52 studies present in the dataset: fractions become 20% vs. 11.11%, not significantly different according to the one-sided Fisher exact test ($p = 0.334$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender differences</th>
<th>Main</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Found</td>
<td>Not found</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>significant difference</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not significant difference</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nothing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Distribution of papers according to the importance of risk attitudes, detail

One could argue that the outcome reporting bias, while not detected with aggregate results, could still correlate with the relative importance of risk preferences in the research question of the paper, although it is not clear a priori in which direction. On the one hand, the cost of displaying results against the consensus could be higher among main papers. On the other hand, providing incomplete information could have a negative impact per se, regardless of the underlying results. An outcome reporting bias could instead exist limiting the attention to one of the two types of papers. Data, however, show that this is not the case. Table 7 replicates the distribution of Table 4 for main and control, separately. Among main papers reporting, 2 out of 14 studies find significant gender differences. Using the 12 studies that do not report (1 with significant gender differences, 11 without) as the counterfactual, we see that both fractions are low (13.3% vs. 8.3%) and not significantly different ($p = 0.586$). Within studies using the HL as control, the frequencies are more differentiated: significant gender differences emerge in 28.6% of the papers publishing the results, while among those that can be used as a counterfactual situation the percentage is equal to 12.5%. Also in this case a Fisher test cannot reject that the two frequencies are the same ($p = 0.312$).

In principle, the outcome reporting bias could extend also to the likelihood of sharing the data. In other words, the fear of going against the consensus could imply that data are not missing at random in the Filippin and Crosetto (2013) dataset and therefore that the likelihood of not finding gender differences is even higher among the 36 studies about which there is no information available. Of course, there is no way we can check the distribution of significant vs. non-significant gender differences within this sub-sample. However, it would be enough that only one out of the 36 papers actually found significant gender differences to avoid rejecting that the two frequencies are drawn from the same distribution.
Note also that a higher likelihood of reporting significant differences could be driven by a possibly different value of the information provided. This is more likely the case among papers using HL as a control, whose focus is on other issues. Therefore, they could select the significance of the results as a screening device for the non-central results to include, without this having necessarily to do with any consensus. What we measure with the tests above is therefore an upper bound of the effect of an outcome reporting bias. Detecting null results for the upper bound makes however unnecessary to identify the two effects. We can then conclude here that there is no evidence of outcome reporting bias for gender in risk preferences, and we observe that this result is mainly due to the overwhelming rate of non reporting present across the board in the literature.

4.4. Multivariate analysis

In this sub-section we jointly analyse the determinants of the likelihood of reporting gender differences using a multivariate approach. In this framework the outcome reporting bias would take the form of a significant increase of the probability of reporting driven by the fact that gender differences have been observed (find), once controlling for other explanatory variables. In particular, the fact that risk attitudes are the main focus of the paper or not (main) has already been shown to affect the probability of addressing the gender pattern. In a multivariate framework besides controlling for this additional factor we can also interact it with the observed pattern in the results. In particular the specification that we estimate is the following:

\[
\text{report} = \alpha + \beta \text{find} + \gamma \text{main} + \delta \text{find} \times \text{main} + \epsilon
\]  

Table 8 reports results of two linear regression models in which the dependent variable is a dummy taking value 1 if results were reported, 0 otherwise. Model 1 is the simple linear regression model detailed in Equation 3. Results show that only the fact that risk attitudes are among the main goals of the paper increases the likelihood of reporting the data. In contrast, there is no evidence of any outcome reporting bias, neither at the aggregate level, nor within each of the two subgroups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>St. Err.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>Coeff.</th>
<th>St. Err.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>find</td>
<td>.208</td>
<td>.228</td>
<td>.368</td>
<td>.116</td>
<td>.265</td>
<td>.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main</td>
<td>.329</td>
<td>.134</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.373</td>
<td>.184</td>
<td>.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main \times find</td>
<td>-.063</td>
<td>.367</td>
<td>.865</td>
<td>-.191</td>
<td>.458</td>
<td>.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>author fixed effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Determinants of the likelihood of reporting results

Observations are not necessarily independent, because the same authors are sometimes included more than once in our paper. Therefore, we also run a fixed effects specification (Model 2) in which we partial out the effect of author invariant observable and unobservable characteristics. Results barely change, as shown in the second column of Table 8.
5. Discussion and Conclusions

It has long been argued that published results may not be a representative sample of all scientific studies as long as the likelihood of reporting the results and of being published is a function of the results obtained. This paper focuses on one of the possible sources of this problem, namely the outcome reporting bias, i.e., the different likelihood of being reported that can characterize results in favor or against a well-established consensus.

This paper exploits a large dataset of replications of the Holt and Laury risk elicitation method, by far the most widely used risk task in experimental economics, to provide clean evidence about the outcome reporting bias. There is a widespread and strong consensus that women are more prudent than men when dealing with risky choices. However, only recently it has been shown in a systematic way that using the HL procedure gender differences are the exception rather than the rule. This means that there is a false consensus in this branch of the literature, and therefore that many authors had to face the choice between reporting or not results that did not conform to the consensus.

When using the HL method, reporting or not about gender differences affects only marginally, or more likely not at all, the likelihood of being published. This is true particularly for the papers in which the HL risk elicitation task is performed only as a control in experiments dealing with other topics. This means that the dataset used allows us to disregard the publication bias, and to focus on the mere attraction exerted by the consensus itself. We believe that such an exercise is important because the existence of a pure reporting bias could contribute to reinforce an existing consensus and even to generate a false consensus based on self-confirming beliefs.

The dataset of replications contains the results of a larger set of individual studies than those which directly report about gender differences in the published version, thereby allowing to approximate a counterfactual situation. In other words, we can observe the existence or not of significant gender differences for many papers that did not report about it in the published version.

We find no significant evidence of an outcome reporting bias in the literature about gender differences in risk preferences. The existence of a very strong consensus does not affect the likelihood of reporting results that are swimming upstream at least when it does not correlate much with the odds of getting published. This finding is robust to possible idiosyncratic characteristics of the authors involved in this field, as the results survive in a fixed effect specification. The only variable significantly affecting the likelihood of reporting about gender differences is the relevance of risk attitudes in the research question of the study.

This result is definitely good news. It should be taken with a grain of salt, though, because it refers to a very specific topic and cannot be easily generalized. The external validity of our exercise is somewhat limited and more evidence is necessary before we can extend the conclusion to the whole discipline. However, our results are based on a large and reliable dataset, gathered from dozens of studies involving altogether more than one hundred authors adopting the most widely used task in the literature. To the extent that this dataset is representative of the practices adopted in other disciplines, the insight that can be derived go beyond the specific subfield from which the data have been gathered.
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